VENICE
ITALY

Discover the magnificence of Venice, The Queen of The Adriatic.
Wander the superlative beauty of Venice, a lagoon sanctuary that still
shimmers with the same elegance and character as during the Renaissance.
Consisting of over 100 small islands connected by arched bridges, its
thoroughfares are canals. There are two ways to journey here — on foot
or by boat.
Known alternately as The Queen of The Adriatic or The Floating City, Venice
has remained prominent in hearts and imaginations for centuries. Formerly
a commercial center where merchants exchanged silk, grain and spices,
today the city’s trademarks are glass, lace and gondola rides.

LOCAL CUISINE

SHOPPING

Venetians whet their appetites with
a spritz, a cocktail of Prosecco and
Campari or Aperol. Prosecco, a dry
bubbly, is quite popular in Venice, where
the famed Bellini — Prosecco and peach
juice — was invented.
One of the city’s most popular dishes is cuttlefish served in its
own ink over polenta, rice or pasta. Look for menu items that
say ”seppia” or “nero di seppia.”
The favorite pasta here is bigoli, a thick noodle made of buckwheat
and duck eggs, or ravioli made with meat, cheese, vegetables
or pumpkin. More unique to the area is rixi e bixi, a dish of
risotto, pancetta and peas in broth, or moleche, a small green
crab that depends on the brackishness of local lagoon water.
The region overall is better known for white wine than red.
The top pick at meals is Soave, a somewhat neutral wine with
a hint of a toasty nose.

CURRENCY

Italy uses the euro.

Tipping is appropriate,
but not expected.

Venetians have a long
history of commerce.
The Rialto Market is a
fantastic and fun place
to get silly souvenirs
— t-shirts, replicas of
palaces and gondolas
(some even glow in the dark!) and little
glass trinkets.
For more artistic crafts, the glassworks
at Murano produce gorgeous ornaments,
jewelry, candle holders, dishes and more.
Lace from the island of Burano is also a
uniquely Venetian remembrance.
Venice is a highly literary place, too
Bookstores are easy to find. Look for books
on non-fiction or coffee table books on
history and art.

Italian etiquette is to
initially decline a tip.
Offer it again.

Most stores accept
major credit cards.

VENICE
ITALY

PLACES OF INTEREST

TOP 3 LAND DISCOVERIES
MURANO GLASSWORKS, SAN GIORGIO AND GONDOLA

1. ST. MARK’S SQUARE AND BASILICA

Soak in the magic of Venice. Boat to
the Murano Glassworks, where artisans
share their once-secret craft, before
discovering the showroom’s work up
close. Journey to the island of San
Giorgio Maggiore to see the incredible
basilica and end the day with a tranquil
gondola ride.

Experience this famous landmark’s mosaics,
statues, domes and spectacular bell tower.
2. DOGE’S PALACE

See Venice’s 14th century seat of power,
including a corridor over the Bridge of Sighs.

MURANO GLASS AND BURANO LACE

3. GRAND CANAL

Marvel at the waterway, packed with buildings
from the 13th to 17th centuries.

Explore the quiet enchantment surrounding
Venice. Journey by boat to Murano to watch
artisans perform centuries-old glassmaking
techniques with a chance to get up close in
the showroom. Next, travel to bright Burano
to watch the artisans there at their craft
of lace-making.

4. SAN GIORGIO CHURCH

View master paintings and architectural glory
at this 16th century church and monastery.
b eyond city center

INTRODUCING NEW NIGHTS AND COOL PLACESTM
EVENING GONDOLA SERENADE

MURANO GLASS FACTORY

Watch artisans work at amazing techniques,
once kept secret, on the island of Murano.

Embark on the quintessentially Venetian
experience when the city known as The
Queen of The Adriatic is bathed in the
soft shades of twilight and city lights
begin to twinkle. With just four people
per gondola, sit back and enjoy the
unique views of the bridges and elegant
palazzos while gliding serenely along the
canals. A private motor launch offers a
different perspective of the city skyline
and sights on the ride between the ship
and the landing area by Piazza St. Mark.

MURANO GLASS SHOWROOM

Get up close to the beautiful artwork of
Murano, home to glassworks since 1291.
BURANO

Visit this quaint fishing village, revered for its
lace making and brightly colored buildings.

Visit the
Land Discoveries Desk
on Deck 4 to reserve
these and other
exciting experiences.
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This information has been compiled for the convenience of our
guests and is intended solely for that purpose. While we work
to ensure that the information contained herein is correct,
we cannot accept responsibility for any changes that may
have taken place since printing. ©2014 Azamara Club Cruises.
Ships’ Registry: Malta.

